
THE NECESSITY OF A UNIVERSAL IN REASONING.

THE contributions of various writers to the last two numbers
show well the diversity of opinion on this very fundamental
question. The discussion having travelled far from its starting
point, it is desirable for me briefly to restate the point of view I
was endeavouring to put forward. This is all the more necessary
because, although I am in the main in agreement with some
writers (e.g. Mr. Pickard-Cambridge) and in disagreement with
others (e.g. Dr. Schiller) none appear to me fully to appreciate
the significance of my argument on the a fortiori notwithstanding
the fact that Mr.Sidgwick's great technical knowledge gave me
a better solution of a certain phase of the problem than I had
reached myself.

In restating the argument, I propose to save space and irrelev-
ance by making no further reference to Dr. Mercier's New Logic.
I am of opinion that the discussion of the merits or demerits of
that book can only be carried out satisfactorily in a special review
or article. Moreover some other points of difference between
Dr. Mercier and myself are so entangled with personal questions
that I shall not attempt to disentangle them, but shall confine
myself strictly to the subject under discussion.

As a reply to those who, with Dr. Mercier, deny that such an
argument as the a fortiori does, in fact, rest upon a universal, I
cannot sufficiently commend the last contribution of Mr. Pickard-
Cambridge. Merely as an answer to Dr. Mercier, the further
brief reply I am including in this discussion seems almost super-
fluous. I am including it for two reasons. The first is that Dr.
Schiller claims to have discovered a certain lack of logical con-
sistency in the view expressed by Mr. Pickard-Cambridge, and
may possibly find that same inconsistency in his later essay. On
this matter Mr. Pickard-Cambridge must answer for himself, but
I give a further reply because I do not think that Dr. Schiller
will find the same inconsistency (real or imaginary) in this dis-
cussion. The second reason is that I am here more concerned
with some implications of the view that in all deduction we
necessarily reason through a universal than with the view itself.
My treatment leads more directly to the implications.

On the surface, the argument a fortiori seems as if it were an
exception to the rule that deduction proceeds through a universal.
To anyone unaccustomed to analyse the process of reasoning, it
appears as if it followed directly from A is greater than B, B is
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greater than C, therefore A is greater than C. The conclusion
is so obvious that the general principle is not, and, for practical
purposes, need not be explicitly stated. Nevertheless it will be
readily seen that a general principle is involved in the argument.
For what do A, B, and C mean ? If the symbols are used in the
every-day sense, the statement is meaningless. Size is not con-
noted by a letter of the alphabet. It will be agreed, I think, that
A means any object whatever possessing the attribute size. To
this extent, those who contend that the explicit statement of the
universal in syllogistic form conveys little or nothing not already
given are correct, not because a universal is an unessential part
of the reasoning, but because the proposition itself can be inter-
preted as a universal. If we substitute tor the symbols their
meaning and make a very slight verbal change, our so-called
argument reads as follows: Whenever a quantity (A) is greater
than a second quantity (B), and the second quantity is greater
than a third (C), the first quantity is greater than the third.
This is the meaning of the so-called inference, and, as so inter-
preted, is less an inference than a statement, .an explicit state-
ment of an undoubted universal. If, on the other hand, we
substitute for our symbols a concrete statement (e.g. a sovereign
is greater than a dollar, a dollar is greater than a rupee, therefore
a sovereign is greater than a rupee x) we are entitled to ask why
the inference follows. The answer can hardly be other than
because it always is so, because the relation is an invariable
property, an essential attribute of all entities to which the terms
greater and less can be applied. Our inference is, therefore, a
particular example of a universal rule.

The above statement is only another rendering of the view ex-
pressed by Mr. Pickard-Cambridge. It differs, if at all, in one
particular. Certain passages in Mr. Pickard-Cambridge's dis-
cussion read as if he contended that an unbroken succession of
empirical examples suffice to establish a universal. I am not
quite sure that this is Mr. Pickard-Cambridge's meaning,2 and it
is possible that he will agree with me that no universal, if stated
to be universally true, can be established unless there is, in addi-
tion to empirical justification, some nexus connecting the terms
which makes the relation necessary.

Whether or no Mr. Pickard-Cambridge agrees, that is the point
I specially wished to emphasise in my remarks on the argument:
A is next to B, B is next to C, therefore A is next but one to C.
Certainly I pointed out that the term next was ambiguous, but

1 It will be seeu that several different meanings can be attached to the
term greater than, uud that the argument is valid for all of them. The
validity of the argument is here not invalidated by some degree of
ambiguity in the term, so long as the same meaning is preserved
throughout.

a I particularly refer to passages on p. 206 (MISD, NO. 102), but it seems
possible that these and similar arguments are governed by the clause :
"refute or find nn exception to this rule ".
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my objection was more fundamental. My intention was to show
that, in whatever sense the term was used, the argument was false,
and, moreover, was false because, while like every other argument
it contained an implied universal, this particular universal was
false. The example is of considerable service to those who main-
tain that the major premise of a syllogism is the best and most
•convenient method of stating a universal. For the universal im-
plied, expressed as a major premise, would read somewhat as
follows: " All instances when one object (B) is in juxtaposition
to twp other objects (A and C) are instances when the two other
objects (A and C) are not themselves in juxtaposition because of
the intermission of the first object but are separated by that one
object and by no other ".

While, with Mr. Alfred Sidgwick, I deplore the aesthetic bar-
barity of so long-winded a sentence, I submit that the statement
in this form does exhibit more clearly than the briefer form the
srror involved. The statement as made is clearly false, and it is
equally clear that the universal, to be valid, requires the additional
postulate that A, B and C are in a linear series. Nor, by any
manner of argument, can this additional postulate be regarded as
implied in those stated. In stating that A is next to B no doubt
I imply that A and B are in a linear series. Of course they are.
But how can I imply anything about C which is not mentioned ?
Similarly B and C are in a linear series: But the latter statement
says nothing about A. There is therefore no means of obtaining
the implication, necessary to the validity of the argument, that A,
B, and C are in the same linear series. The argument is not
merely ambiguous but false, and false because it (unconsciously)
assumes a false universal. By stating the universal explicitly,
the falsity is rendered apparent. What better example is possible
•of my contention that all deductive reasoning is through a uni-
versal and that it is desirable that any system of reasoning, any
logic new or old should render the universal explicit.

This example also brings into clear relief the points of agree-
ment and the points of difference between Mr. Alfred Sidgwick
and myself. I find myself so thoroughly in accord with the
greater part of Mr. Sidgwick's argument that I am unable, to
understand why he attaches such small importance to what
appears to me to be an essential truth. I fully appreciate the
clearness with which he has pointed out, not only the necessity of
the universal, but the precise manner in which the universal is
in practice used. Nevertheless there must be some important
•difference in pointof view between the emphatic assertion of the
necessity of the universal in deductive reasoning and the some-
what, apologetic inquiry whether there is any objection to its use
in a limited manner and for a limited purpose. It seems to me
more logical, when once a principle is asserted, to accept it fully
and unequivocally. With Mr. Sidgwick's assertion that the uni-
versal can always be given on demand and with his analysis of
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the conditions when it is desirable to render explicit what is
commonly explicit I cordially agree. But I would demur that
the fact that in practical life and argument it is seldom desirable
to state an argument in extenso is no reason why in logic we
should depreciate the significance of the essential characteristics
of reasoning. In practical life we do not often deal with first -
principles, but the examination of first principles is essential in
logic and in philosophy.

Those who have followed the argument so far will not demur
at the conclusion that any deductive argument can be expressed
in syllogistic form. We certainly need to assume that essentially
the same general truth can be expressed in a variety of verbal
forms without serious alteration of the fundamental meaning.
Such I take to be a necessary assumption of any system of formal
reasoning. I do not, as some do, assert that the syllogism is the
only form in which a valid argument can be expressed. In that
a syllogism contains both the explicit statement of a general truth
in the major premise and of a particular example in the minor
premise it comes Very near to bedrock. Any attempt therefore to-
displace this form by others requires very careful examination.
At the same time the expression of an argument in a syllogism is
a verbal change of every day reasoning into a definite academic
form, and the assertion that this is possible and allowable seems
to me to imply the corollary that other forms are possible.

It will be convenient now to deal with the contribution of Dr.
Schiller.3 This is all the more necessary in that Mr. Pickard-
Cambridge has not found the space to do so. Moreover I think I
may claim to understand Dr. Schiller's view better than many
who have dealt with him. Let me say at the outset that I am in
full agreement with some of his preliminary remarks. That an
argument in the form of the a fortiori is not valid and that its
truth or falsity depends on the particular relation expressed (as I
should put it upon the truth or falsity of the implied universal) is
one of the points for which I have been contending. Moreover
I think with him that the term validity should not be applied to
material implications. Without saying or implying that Mr.
Pickard-Cambridge's position is anathema, I agree that in so far as
he speaks of the validity of a material implication he is using
language liable to serious misunderstanding. Moreover, not only-
do I agree that formal reasonings are of the nature of proposi-
tions! functions, but I have (in my article in the Quarterly
Review) made a special point of the similarity. What I am un-
able to see, is that all the remarks prove anything whatever
except possibly (which is quite true) that a number of modern
logicians are guilty of considerable confusion of thought and are
without any adequate or consistent philosophy of the logic they
approve and teach.

3 MIND, NO. 100, p. 513.
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Dr. Schiller has elsewhere stated that one possible inference
from his premises is that logic is (or should be) symbolic. Again
I quite agree and have elsewhere* definitely asserted that this is
so. Nor can I see the objection unless we confuse the symbolic
view of logic with the complicated rigmarole at present called
symbolic logic. An adequate and simple system of symbolism to
replace statements such as the " J. S. S. universal" of which
another example appears in this discussion would be distinctly
valuable. In its absence we must make the best of the tools we
possess.

The first of the implications I am desirous of putting forward
is, therefore, the conceptual view of logic and of reason. In
reasoning 5 we deduce the implications of one or more premises.
Granting the premises as absolutely true, the conclusions are
certain and also absolutely true. Conclusion follows premise with
a certainty that is absolute and from which there is no appeal. I
consider this aspect of thought of the profoundest significance,
and one which no system of modern philosophy in vogue at the
present time adequately explains. A corner of the subject appears
in the Critique of Pure Reason. Spencer alone among the
moderns has a full realisation of the fact and an attempt at a con-
sistent explanation.

A second implication is that no reasoning, no strictly logical
argument is in itself a guarantee of material or empirical truth.
This again has been asserted by many logicians and I see no
reason why anyone should wish to deny it. It is this point I
think that Dr. Schiller was urging in the passage Mr. Pickard-
Cambridge failed to understand. Dr. Schiller has used this to
depreciate formal logic and to say, mainly on this ground, that it
is worthless. I do not propose to discuss here the pi-ecise value
of formal logic, but I would say that the reason offered is entirely
insufficient. As I have shown on several occasions, the objection,
if it can be called an objection, is equally valid against mathe-
matics. I would also point out that the schoolman, from the
same premise, draws the conclusion that empirical truth is of
an order inferior to rational truth and lies on a lower level. Dr.
Schiller's striking discovery is the commonplace of scholastic
logic. On the surface at any rate the scholastic conclusion is
quite as plausible as that of Dr. Schiller. My own view on this
matter I cannot adequately state in a brief discussion. But all
competent logicians should realise the fact that before formal

* " Theory of Material Fallacies." Proc. Aristotelian Society, 1912-13.
' To save unnecessary verbiage I am not placing the adjective deductive

in front of the term reasoning. With many others, I hold that all reason-
ing properly so called is deductive reasoning, and that induction and
similar processes are not strictly speaking reasoning at all. This is, how-
ever, largely a matter of definition and I do not wish to discuss the point
here. If those who disagree will supply, the adjective deductive where
required they will find the statement quite clear.
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reason can be applied to empirical and every-day problems there
is the process of: fitting to see whether or no an argument is
applicable. The process is very much what the plain man calls
common sense.0

The opponents of formal logic seem to me to err in thinking
that, unless logic can formalise all the processes by which we in
practical life arrive at material conclusions, it is worthless. One
opponent will make an attempt to carry out such formalisation.
Another, seeing quite rightly that such is impossible, will de-
nounce formal logic as a sham. I cannot agree with either view.
The conclusions of practical life are commonly arrived at by
processes which are not reasoning at all, and often by very bad
reasoning. Occasionally they are little the worse, but sometimes
they are very wrong and very untrustworthy. It seems to me
that it is the business of logic to formalise only a small part of
what we wili call (for lack of a better name) practical reason. It
is erroneous to depreciate the value of what can be formalised.
It is equally erroneous to attempt to formalise that part of human
faculty which is essentially not formal but empirical and in-
stinctive.

6 Anyone who has followed this argument will have a very good idea
•what I meant in ;i previous discussion by the terras " the sphere of logic

d the sphere of life ".
H . S. SHELTON.
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